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Hello  Tun Shwe

 Quix (London, UK)

🚀 High growth startups

● Data engineering (Python, Spark, Kafka)
● Analytics engineering (OLAP, dbt, ❄, 

MDS)
● Data strategy (streaming-centric)

VP of Data / DevRel

📚 Areas of interest

● Less is more
● Real-time data and AI ecosystem
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Quix
Python-first stream processing

Quix Streams
Open source library for building stream 
processing applications using pure Python. 
Streaming DataFrames inspired by Pandas to 
easily move from batch to streaming.

Quix Cloud
Platform to quickly build, deploy and monitor 
streaming ETL pipelines without having to 
manage infrastructure. Integrate data quickly 
with open source connectors.

https://quix.io/
https://github.com/quixio/quix-streams
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Quix Streams
Open Source library with Streaming DataFrames and stateful window operations
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Quix Cloud
Streaming data pipelines with fully managed Kafka, Kubernetes and Git
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What is a sketch?
🖼
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What is a sketch?
Sketches are 

small 
stateful 
streaming data programs

that 
deal with a huge volume of data 
and provide approximate answers 
orders of magnitude faster 

than 
exact techniques
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≅Approximate 
answers

Favouring approximate solutions over exact 
solutions enables real time analysis over huge 

volumes of data (using fewer resources)
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Sketch characteristics

Small

They have to be small. Usually only a few 
kilobytes in size, meaning reduced memory 
requirements and will grow sublinearly in 
space

Streaming

Deal with data in a single pass. The sketch 
needs to look at each item in the stream 
only once

Stateful

Maintain a data structure that keeps the 
state of observations and does not retain 
the exact representation of data points

Fast

Orders of magnitude faster than exact 
techniques. Results are mergeable without 
loss in accuracy
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Sketch components
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Mathematically provable error bounds
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Why exact == slow
🐢
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🗂 Distributed 
processing 

Hadoop, Spark, Snowflake and similar 
distributed processing engines/databases use 

parallelisation
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Unique word count
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Massively Parallel Processing (MPP)
MapReduce: Hadoop, Spark, Snowflake, etc
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🔁 Shuffling is 
slow

Network IO makes everything slow
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Latency numbers every programmer should know
Latency Comparison Numbers (~2012)
----------------------------------
L1 cache reference                           0.5 ns
Branch mispredict                            5   ns
L2 cache reference                           7   ns                      14x L1 cache
Mutex lock/unlock                           25   ns
Main memory reference                      100   ns                      20x L2 cache, 200x L1 cache
Compress 1K bytes with Zippy             3,000   ns        3 us
Send 1K bytes over 1 Gbps network       10,000   ns       10 us
Read 4K randomly from SSD*             150,000   ns      150 us          ~1GB/sec SSD
Read 1 MB sequentially from memory     250,000   ns      250 us
Round trip within same datacenter      500,000   ns      500 us
Read 1 MB sequentially from SSD*     1,000,000   ns    1,000 us    1 ms  ~1GB/sec SSD, 4X memory
Disk seek                           10,000,000   ns   10,000 us   10 ms  20x datacenter roundtrip
Read 1 MB sequentially from disk    20,000,000   ns   20,000 us   20 ms  80x memory, 20X SSD
Send packet CA->Netherlands->CA    150,000,000   ns  150,000 us  150 ms

Notes
-----
1 ns = 10^-9 seconds
1 us = 10^-6 seconds = 1,000 ns
1 ms = 10^-3 seconds = 1,000 us = 1,000,000 ns

Credit
------
By Jeff Dean:               http://research.google.com/people/jeff/
Originally by Peter Norvig: http://norvig.com/21-days.html#answers
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Why sketches == fast
🐇
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4 main parts of sketching

Stream processor

Process data as it streams in with random 
algorithmic selection

Query processor

Compute the desired result and model 
error properties using probability/statistics

Data structure

Start off with an empty summary and 
update it with each data point over time. 
The size grows sublinearly

Merge/set operations

Operations on multiple sketches without 
loss in accuracy
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Sketch design
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Sublinear data structure growth
As the input stream increases in size, sketch size remains smaller than linear
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🤝 Mergability

Being able to merge multiple sketches without loss 
in accuracy solves non-additive challenges
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Non-additive challenges are everywhere
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Unique counts are non-additive
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Non-additive challenges solved
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Types of Sketches
🎨
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Types of sketches

Counting uniques

Estimating count distinct (Count Min), 
cardinality amongst many duplicates 
(Hyper-Log Log and Compressed 
Probabilistic Counting)

Quantiles/data distributions

Estimates distribution with well defined 
error bounds, e.g. how much time people 
spend on a web page

Frequent items

Estimating heavy hitters, e.g. what are the 
top most viewed talks in this conference?

Sampling

Sampling keeps some resemblance or 
transformation of the item from the 
stream, e.g. reservoir sampling where you 
choose k samples from a list of n items
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Count Min sketch
Naive example
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Count Min sketch
With hashing
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Count Min sketch
With hashing
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Count Min sketch
With hashing
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Count Min sketch
With hashing
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Count Min sketch
With hashing
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Count Min sketch
With hashing
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Count Min sketch
With hashing
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Open Source 
Sketches
📖
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Apache DataSketches (Java, C++, Python)
github.com/apache/datasketches-python

https://github.com/apache/datasketches-python
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Apache DataSketches (Java, C++, Python)
github.com/apache/datasketches-python

��🏽

https://github.com/apache/datasketches-python
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DataSketch extensions
Supported by databases, engines and has an active community
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github.com/quixio/quix-streams
quix.io/slack-invite

Thank you

https://github.com/quixio/quix-streams
https://quix.io/slack-invite

